INTRODUCTION
acquiring our natio•n-'s major weapons syst.ems. The government relies on its representatives to perform Government business properly, to protect Government interests, and to meet high standards of public service.
To meet these standards, we must be familiar with current governing laws and regulations.
(1:1)
These high ethical standards are essential to the acquisition process. According to Dr John Johns in his paper "The rthic4
Dimensions of National Security," the federal government depends upon public confidence for its effectiveness perhaps more than any other institution, ieerte government has largely abandoned the first two ways of ensuring ethical behavior. Procurement scandals and "$600 hammers" have resulted in irules and more enf.rc;.rs.
e d't trut defense contractors to provide quality products at a fair price.
Therefore, we unleash an army of auditors to search for waste, fraud, and abuse.
In his book Small Wars, F-1 Defense, Mr Murray
Weidenbaum estimates that 25% of defense acquisition cost is due to unnecessary oversight, auditing, and regulations.
(25:151)
The "invisible hand" may work in 3 perfect free market of many buyers and many sellers, but defense acquisition isn't a perfect free market. Defense acquisition has one buyer (the government) and few sellers (defense contractors). Thereora, t.e ip r fect defense market isn't self-regulating. Dr Johns believes that forcing defense acquisition to behave like a free market creates systemic forces that elicit unethical behavior. For example, to win a large defense contract, a company may "buy in" during development with hopes of "getting well" during production. "Buying in" is bidding a contract below known costs in order to win the competition. "Getting well" is purposely inflating costs during production when you have no competition.
A corporation is like a living organism-its first instinct is to * 4 survive (avoid bankruptcy). In order to survive, the company needs cash flow to pay its debts.
To get cash flow, a defense contractor must win contracts from its only customer, the gove.nment. This incentivizes companies to "buy in" to survive.
Since mutual trust and confidence between It, ......... an--contractor are larcely lacking and defense acquisition does not operate in a free market, the government relies upon detailed laws and rules with vigorous enforcement to ensure ethical behavior in acquisition. Every feder.,l employee must comply with the ten rules of the "Code of Ethics for Government Service"
established by federal law.
To comply with these ruies, the employee must "expose corruption wherever discovered" and "uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations of the United States." (9) In response to the acquisition scandals of the 80s, Congress passed numerous additional procurement laws and increased the number of auditors, inspectors, and enforcers.
(25:158) 
1d ---"----------------------------
integrity, and independent watchdog authority." The DOD IC report identified three categories of misconduct:
-Position abuse to cause improper government payments to the contractor -Improper charging of development costs to procurement appropriations after development funds were exhausted -Premature acceptance of a contract milestone, "T-1 Assembly Complete", to provide funds to the contractor I examine each category of alle-c misconduct below.
Improper Payments
As a contractor incurs allowable costs on a fixed price government contract, the government pays a percentage of t cos. The government will pay no more than the ceiling price on a fixed price incentive contract (C-17 contract Ii all three programs, we believe that DOD has the ability to provide us with progress payments if they are willing to overrule some of their specialists. The controversy over the "T- 
it...,

Workforce Improvements
The acquisition reform movement emphasizes the importance of small, highly trained: high q,!ality governmPnt staffs, The program manager must be given the authority and tools to effectively manage his program. He must stay on the job long enough to be effective.
With these tools, he Wvll be less prone to seek "short cuts" to get the job done. Communicate problems and issues early and don't be afraid to ask for help. Bad news doesn't improve with age.
Teamwork and cooperation are essential. The SPO, DPRO, and contractor must be on the same Integrated Product Team and work by consensus.
Acquisition officials must be proactive leaders. Identify problems early and reach a consensus solution. Without that balance, we face more scandals, more rules and auditors, and a loss of public confidence.
